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As we arrived on scene, other officers were already providing medical care for Walker. I held my 
flashlight above them as they were working so that they could see them. Due to the extent of the 
injuries on Walker and that AFD was not yet on scene, he made the decision to try and get Walker to 
the hospital by cruiser. I ran down to my cruiser and brought it up onto scene. Just as I was pulling up, 
AFD arrived on scene. I then moved our cruiser out of the middle of the scene and out of the way of 
AFD. I notified Sgt. Sinsley that I was going to step away from the scene and begin my duties as a shift 
rep. I ensured that all involved officers were separated from each other and were with another officer in 
a cruiser.
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AKRON POLICE DEPARTMENT
SUPPLEMENT REPORT 2022 00078920CASE#

NARRATIVE

, Sgt. M. Pasternak #1410, was working car 41 on June 27th, 2022. At approximately 0030 hours,
heard car begin to call out a chase over the radio. As the chase proceeded, heard car
announce over the radio that a shot was fired from the suspect vehicle and that the officers were
not struck. was in the station at the time but got in my cruiser and drove to the area of the chase.
The suspect vehicle was travelling west on Wilbeth Rd approaching S Main St. Several other
cruisers and stopped oncoming traffic at the intersection of S Main St and Wilbeth Rd so that the
chase could proceed safely.

While still at the intersection, heard an officer call out that the suspect vehicle was slowing down.
Shortly after, saw a gold firework erupt over the treeline to the east of my location. then heard a
large amount of pops that sounded like gunfire right after saw the firework. Due to the close
proximity of seeing the firework and hearing the pops, could not distinguish which pops were from
the fireworks and which pops were gunfire. I didn t immediately hear anything over the radio so I
went east on Wilbeth Rd towards the sounds. As was approaching heard an officer announce
over the radio that shots were fired and a med unit was requested When arrived on scene, saw
a lot of officers near the suspect who was laying on the ground in the parking lot of the Firestone
building.

Sgt. Tersigni was with the officers near the suspect. Sgt. Tersigni directed the officers that fired
their weapons towards me while the other officers on scene rendered medical aid. sequestered
Officers Trawick, Filimon, Getz, Ritzinger, Carmany and Bishop in seperate cruisers. also
collected their Body Worn Cameras. Sgt. Sinsley provided me with Body Worn Cameras from
Officers Siegferth, Sweeney who were involved in the incident and four officers who witnessed the
incident. transferred custody of the Body Worn Cameras to Det. S. Flail from the CSU unit.
assisted with scene security until was no longer needed. then cleared the call and resumed
patrol.
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